CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter the researcher presents the conclusion and suggestion based on the data that has been analyze.

5.1 Conclusion

Having done the analysis and discussion the researcher comes to conclusion. According to the data that has been analyzed by using some related theories in the previous chapter, the speech style used by the women main characters are three styles in the dialogue movie, those are: consultative style, casual style and intimate style. In *Tangled* movie, *Rapunzel* and *Mother Gothel* the first most dominantly used is consultative style. It can be seen such as using idiom and giving short responses. Second the women main characters only used casual style when speaking in this movie especially slang word. The using of slang word may lead to the conflict in *Tangled* movie because the use of slang word is impolite forms in English and this style use in informal situation usually. The third this movie use intimate style which have jargon word in conversation.

Speech style has been analyzed as a dynamic and interactively accomplished ways of speaking. So the writer found purpose of women main
characters that uses dominantly the consultative style when women speaking. Informal setting it is one of the reasons why the women main characters uses it style. The employing of consultative language it can be make to easier the spectators and they also understand about aim of main characters speak. The writer not only found it style, but also women main characters uses casual style and intimate style. Both styles can make different meaning this movie, but they have similarity is uses in informal situation. The movie belongs to children up to adolescent movie, so the language used by the main characters is much appropriate.

5.2 Suggestion

This study is conducted to find speech style especially focusing on women speech style. The writer suggests to the next writer can take the data from other movie or focus of women speech style in the social media communication such as: instagram, path, email, line, facebook and etcetera. The next writer can also use other theories in doing research which focuses in the speech style besides Joos theory.